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If you believe in the disruptive blockchain 
technology and the cryptocurrencies 
potential, you will be interested in better 
knowing our digital currency.
Dibscoin emerges with a great differential in the cryptocurrencies’ world, capable of offering reasonable levels of 
stability, within a market affected by high volatility rates, yet, without creating hindrances to the legitimate demand 
for speculation.

That is possible because Dibscoin is a stablecoin. A cryptocurrency endowed with a protocol with algorithms 
capable of minimizing the instability of its value and give a reasonable degree of predictability to this value. This is 
an opportunity for those who think about or is already part of the cryptocurrency market.

Visit: www.dibs.digital
For more information, read our White Paper.

In a quick analysis of the value’s price charts of only 
two of the most widespread cryptocurrencies on the 
market, in the period of November/2017 to May/2018, 
it can be observed there were losses close to 20% in a 
single day and, in the same period, losses greater than 
70% were registered. In the previous period however, 
there were appreciations superior to 300%. As to fiat 
currencies, in the same period, Dollar, for example, 
had a variation in value of around 0.9% against Euro. 
Therefore, that is exactly the point... The low volatility 
rate of certain fiat currencies makes them more
attractive to investors.

Imagine then, a cryptocurrency that shows itself as 
safer for being capable of maintaining lower risk to 
investors. The Dibscoin protocol operates based on 
two vectors, one with an interest in stability and the 
other for speculation. Its design makes it a duo token 
currency. A token used to attract the speculative 
interests, functioning as most cryptocurrencies, and 
a second token employed to attract the interest in the 
use of the currency as such and, by that, constituting 
the part which the protocol shall act to reduce the 
volatility of its value. Unlike the first toke, its total supply 
will not be fixed. The balance of value will be in the 
offer of its quantity which will be regulated according 
to the protocol’s operation. That is, at any moment the 
issuance of new tokens shall be stimulated, increasing 
the use, or diminishing it by removing them from
the market and burning them.

As the first token’s value increases, so does the store 
of value formed to ensure quality

Why this value predictability 
is essential when deciding the 
time to invest.

and safety to the commercial transactions executed 
with the second token. This is a value anchoring mode 
known as on-chain collateralization. It means that 
the second token’s value is supported (with the store 
formed) on the first one’s value. Both executed in their 
own blockchain. Value of which is not function of any 
external element to the system, on the contrary. The 
formation of the store of value of the system depends 
only on the capacity of the business becoming 
economically and technically viable, the capacity of 
instilling the necessary trust on its users to use 
the tokens for whatever purpose desired, 
whether it is for speculation or for trading in 
commerce.

Ultimately, it is important to highlight 
that, by not anchoring the value of the 
system in assets outside the system 
itself, the economic environment of the 
Dibs ecosystem gets less vulnerable to 
external factors -- economic crises, sudden 
variations of the assets, of other 
cryptocurrencies, etc.


